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Abstract 
While automatic passenger counters (APC's) offer the potential for cait effective data 
recovery and management, they also in.1roduce new complications in the data reoovery process. 
This report addresses three issues associated with the implementation of APC's, based on an 
evaluation c1 the recent experiences c1 the Tri-County Me1ropolitan Transportation District of. 
Oregon (frl-Met). First 1.1 the issue c1 validation, which is conoemed with both the recovery and 
accuracy c1 APC passenger data. The second issue concerm the development c1 a sampling 
methodology for APC's compatible with UMT A's Section 1 S reporting requirements. Third is the 
issue of inferring system-level ridership from sample data in the presence c1 selective APC 
failures. 
We find that the APC's are providing systematically accurate passenger counts. Analysis 
of the data recovered from Sep1ember 1D November 1988 also shows that sampling was 
representative, based on the set of·~ from which ridership data were successfully recovered. 
The ini1ial seledi<m/assignment c1 trains, however, was not representative. 
Oiven that APC's recml operating data for all bus trips comprising a train assignment, a 
cluster sampling method is formulated that emures an overall random selection c:1 bus trips via a 
random first stage selection of 1raim. 
Selective data recovery failures can hamper the~ of inf ming system-level ridership 
from the sample estimates. For example, when failure rates vary by bus type or time of day, 
inferences drawn from the sample of recovered data may over or under-represent total system 
ridership. In such circumstances, post hoc stratification of the sample data may be required. We 
outline several alternative corrections based on a-priori knowledge of. the mix of bus types and 
schedule characteristics in the system. 
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ln1roductlon 
Automattc pmsenger coonters (APC's) offer a nmnber of poten1ial benefits to 1ransit 
openWn in the areas of data acqu&1ion, management and u1i1i2'.8tion. Compared with manual 
collection, APC's have been found to be cost effective for larger transit systems, while also 
providing better dam turnaround and improved accuracy [ 5]. They are also technically capable of 
recovering the very large quantities of infonrudion required in analyzing transit petf ormance at the 
disaggregate level, thus permitting greater sensitivity in service scheduling and planning. Along 
with these potential gains, however, come several complications not found with manual data 
collection. First, only a selected number of buses in the fleet - usually around l 0 per cent [2] - are 
APC-equipped., and this results in a dependence on bus-specific asS.gnments to selected rout.es 
rather than random assignment of surveyors. Even under the best of drcumstanoes - where the 
requests for and actual assignments of APC buses are well coordinated - les9 flexibility exists in 
the data recovery proc:es,,. Second, while APC's generally return more accurate data than manual 
counters, much <I the dam that is recovered is saeened out due to functional inconsistencies. 
Apart from the resulting need for larger sample sizes is the question of whether, following the 
saeening <I unusable dam, the remaining information still constitutes a l'ep:tesentative sample of 
bus trips for the system. If 'failure' rates are systematically related to route or other operational-
specific charact.erls1ics, a non-response type of him might undermine the Sample ridership statistics 
and, consequendy, inferences of system-wide operating performance. Third, with manual data 
collection, surveyors are assigned to randomly selected bus trips. In contrast, with APC's the unit 
of observation is the train, which consists of all the scheduled service performed by an APC bus 
during an operating day. The bus trips comprmng a train cannot be assumed to be independent, 
and thus the sampling framework recommended by UMT A [7] cannot be employed. Short of 
~ over-sampling, an alternative methodology must be designed consistent wi1h the APC's 
operating featmes. 
11iese ismes are addressed in the coming sections. Utilizing inf onnation drawn from the 
rooent performance of APC's employed by the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of 
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Oregon (Tri-Met), we fiDt take up the matter d data mxNefY by analyzing the aa:uracy c1 the data 
generated by APC's as well as the sources of data recovery failures. We fhen proceed to 
detem:dne whether 1he set of trains from which data has been successfully recovered 1ep1esen1s an 
equal pubability sample. Fdlowing this. a sampling methodology is developed which ensures 
that 1h.e selection d. bus trips (via 1he selection d 1rains) is both random and c1 sufficient size to 
comply with UMTA's Section 15 repot1ing requiremen1s. Finally, we suggest a remedy for 
ca1eciing sample statistia subject 1D bias from nm-random data recovery failures. 
Evaluation of APC Perfonunc:e 
Dataim>WtY 
Tri-Met's APC system uses infrared aenaors 1ocated about waist-high at the stahwells of 
the frm1 and rear bus docn. An on-board miaoptoocsscr records pwenger boardings and 
aJighti.np, times and distances. At 1he end d a nm the recovered data is tmnsf'erred to a 
microaJmputa' wing an autcmated infrared 1ransmi.Uler that scans 1he buses fr<m fixed stations at 
each of the agency's three garages. The system was manufaciured by Red Pine Instruments of 
Denbigh, <>mario, and is installed on SO of Tri-Met's 567 buses. Implementation of the APC•s 
was initiatrrl in 1982, and 1i'i-Met has relied on the system 1D provide data f<r UMT A Section l S 
reporting sio.oo the 1986 fiscal year. APC generated data are also used internally for route 
pel'fonnanre reporting, and contribute to a Jemer eximt to scheduJing and analysis. 
Sd\ware f<r validating and managing the APC data was devek>ped in-house. lnoc«ning 
data are ndgnrd rou1e and bus klaltifiration codes, and are then aggregated to 1he bus trip level 
A program then dt«b the data for oompatibility wi1h variom validation standards. Train <r trip 
level data that fail to meet these s1andards are purged. At 1be tndn 1evd, oblervatims are deleted 
for the following reasons: 
a. Reardcd distJmre differs fr<m actual by more than 1 S per oeot; 
b. Pull out to pull in time differs by mare than 30 minutes from the service echeduJe; 
c. Total boardings and alightings differ by more than 10 per cent 
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V alidati.on standards covering distances and pull-out and pull-in times at the bus trip level are also 
applied If a number of the trips in a 1rain are deleted, the remaining tripi in that train are more 
thoroughly evaluat.ed manually, which may result in purging the data from an entire train. 
The sampling plan used by Tri-Met is organized arOlmd the five sign-up periods 
comprising annual scheduled service. The objective of the plan is to uniformly sample the 
scheduled trips in each sign-up. The execu1ion of the sampling plan requires the involvement of 
several divisions. The sdteduHng division is responslble for drawing a daily sample c1 trains, 
using a seledion program that asdgns higher selection pr1orlties to trains which have been 
previously under-samped. The trains selected for sampling by the scheduling division are called 
•requests.• Daily lists of requests are provided to the opera1ioos division, which is responsible for 
asigning an appropriate APC-equipped bus model to each c1 the trains requested. In practice, not 
all the trains from the daily Bst of requests are sua::essfully assigned an APC bus, and sanettmes 
APC buses are assigned to trains which were not requested. Thus the daily taDy of 'BMigmnents• 
consists of a group of trains for which APC buses were both requested and assigned, and a group 
of trains for which APC buses were assigned but were not requested. Finally, the train 
MSigmnen1s (bodl requested and umequested) that return valid data are defined to 1epresent the set 
of 'sua::essfully sampled' trains. 
Information oo the degree c1 sucas recently enoountered by Tri-Met in recovering data 
with the APC system is presented in Table 1. Reards from the first half of the Aprll-June 1989 
sign-up identify 1,589 requests, of which 1,089 (69 per cent) were assigned APC buses. Another 
325 1rBins that were not requested were assigned APC buses. Valid data was successfully 
recovered from 286 of the trains that had been requested and from 82 unrequested trains. Thus 
data was recovered from 26 per cent of all assignments. 
Data kmes resulted from various causes, including exNWiing the time tolerances (I per 
cent of the to1Bl failures), distance tolerances ( 5 per cent), boerdings/alightinp discrepancies (7 per 
cent), inconect or mkcring assigmnent information in the train recxrds (11 per cent), recovered 
data that was unusable (8 per cent) and failures due to bus or equipment malfunction (62 per cent). 
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'The latter category 1ep-esents cases where no data was returned by the APC's. The reasons for 
failures in this category would include instances where the APC unit accldentty resets, where 
buses did not pull close enough to the trammitter to allow transfer <I the data, where the 
microprocessor's memory was filled and could not record more data, and where data was simply 
not recorded due to equipment breakdown. 
Table 1 
Breakdown of APC Data Recovery, April 1989 Sign-up 
HR.. -'Ll 
1. Traina lleaaeated 1.589 -
2. Tralm Aulgned 
a. As requested 1,089 77 
b. Unrequested 325 23 
c. Total '~ L414 
3. Data llccoftled 
a. From recpested trains 286 78 
b. From unrequested tra1oa 82 22 
c. From all assianed trains 368 -
4.. Data llcco'ftl'Y Failma, dae to 
a. Time tolerances 71 7 
b. Distance tolerarx:es S6 s 
c. On/off tolerances 71 7 
d. lncorrec:thniss assignment information 113 11 
e. Unusable data 8S 8 
t: Nodata 6SO 62 
g. All aources (a-0 1.046 -
1 The percentage figures pertain to the breakdowns within each 
numbered category. 
Of the l ,414 train aadgnmen1s 368, or 26 per cent. returned valid data. This rate of 
successful data recovery 1' oon.siderably lower than what hm been reported tn other studies of 
APC performance (3,5). Oenerally, about 80 per cent of all train msignmen1s have been reported 
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1o return valid data. The reasons for this ditf erence cannot be further explored given the lack of 
more detailed information about 1he performanre of other APC systems. Among the factors 
oontrlbuting 1o Trl-Mefs low data recovery rate oould be differences in 1he aaeening tolerances 
employed in validating the data, differenres due to 1he mix cI. AFC-equipped bus types in Trl-
Met's fleet, and differences in the APC t.ec.hnology. Given both the relatively small data recovery 
rate and the lndusion of umeques1ed trains, 1he question cI. non-~ and/or~ bias 
aJso arises. As a result, it is necessmy 1o detennine if the data losses were a random phenomenon 
or if they were systematically related to train-specific characteristics. 
Determinants of~ Data Recovery 
We selected the September-November 1988 sign-up for a sta1istical analym cI. factas 
related to successful data rea:Nery. This sign-up was considered to be typical by Tri-Met staff in 
regard to APC performance and other operating and rldership charaderistics. The sign-up 
consisted of 588 weekday traim and l, 552 assignments that retumed valid data. Trains were 
defined to rep1esent the unit of analysis, and the following model was specifie.d to examine the 
effects <I 1nUn-specific characteristics on sua:essful data rea:Nery: 
SAMP = f(APC, REQ, ASG, AM, PM, 01, Gi, ARTIC, AD8, 8500, 8300), where 
SAMP ... the nmnber c18ll&ignmen1s in each given train that recovered valid data; 
APC • 1he number of available APC buses cI. the request.eel type at the garage from which 
each given train awgnmeot was made; 
REQ = the number of times each given train was requested; 
ASO =the number of times each given train was assigned; 
AM - a dwmny V8rlable equalling l if the train JX"OYided only AM peak service and 0 
o~; 
PM = a dmnmy variable equalling l if the train provided only PM peak service and 0 
otherwile; 
G1 = a dwnmy variable equalling l if the train was <&patdled from Garage #1 and 0 
o~; 
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Gi = a dummy variable equalling 1 if the train W8S dispatched from Garage # 2 and 0 
~; 
ARTIC = a dmnmy variable equalling l if 1he 1rain wm an artic:olated bus model (Crown-
Ikarus) and 0 o1herwise; 
ADB = a <hmuny variable eqnaJltng 1 if the train was an ADB bus model (40 foot OMC 
RTS-ll) and 0 otherWe; 
8500 =a dummy variable equalling l if 1he 1rain was a 8500 bus model (40 foot Flexible 
"Metroj and 0 o1herwise; 
8300 "" a dummy variable equailing 1 if 1he 1rain was a 8300 bus model (35 foot Flexible 
"New Look") and 0 otherwise. 
The APC variable 1' included in the specification to 8000\lD.t for differences in the nmnber 
of A.PC buses <I each relevant type at each garage. Ca11rolling for 1he variation in &gnmen1s, 
we would expect that data recoveiy would improve when m<R buses are available for assignment. 
The number of requests is included to oontni for trains whose aadgnments were detened for a 
variety of functional and mechanical rea&<mS. Tri-Met's sampling dtware places a higher 
subeequent selectim. priority on trains that are requested but not assigned. The number of 
assignmen.1& oontroJs for variations in dam mxNecy anributable 1o the relative frequency <I train 
assigmnelUB; in other words, scme trains may have recovered data Dl<I'C frequently because they 
were aasigned DJOre frequently. The AM and PM peak dummy variables are in.duded because 
these trams are in service for a sluta' time period. and should be expected to be mere reliable in 
tmm <I returning data succartully. They are also likely to have higher rider&hip per bus trip than 
•day' trains, and dws oou1d shift the samp.e st.atiatk:s upward if they are ovec-represented. The 
garage dummy varialies are included to check for difierenoea in data recovery that oould be 
attributed to facmm that oould be traced to the perfoonanoe of the sy&tan among Trl-Mers three 
garages. The varialies Gt and Gi represent the operator's two sateDite fadlitial. The four fleet 
type dummy varialies are included to detam:ine whedler' varia1k>os in dam remveiy can be linked 
to 1he mix <I bus types in the system. 
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Table 2 presents desa iptive stamtics and the parameter estimates for fue data reaJVery 
model. The R2 t1 .62 and overall F value of. 86.14 indicate that the model provides a moderately 
strong fit of the data. The parameter estimates for APC, REQ and ASG have the expected signs 
and are highly significant AM peak trains are f0tmd to return .3 more observations per train than 
day 1rahls, while the net increase for PM peak 1raJns is about . 8. Both are statistically significant 
and represent inaeases t1 approximately l 0 and 30 per cent over the data recovery rate for day 
trains. Among the various bus types, the ADB and B300 models were found to recover 2.1 and 
1.3 more observations per train 1han the •reference• bus type (BlOO'lOOO, which includes 40foot 
AMOeneral and 40 foot Flexible ~ew Look' models) during the sign-up. Garage l generated 
.67 fewer observations per 1rain, while Garage 2 produced .86 more in relation to the central 
garage. These differences are most likely due to breakdowns of the fixed-station tnmsmitteis at 
the garages, given that~ are propcrionat.ely distributed amoog the three garages. The 
trammitter at Garage 2, by implication, experienced fewer breakdowns than the transmitters at the 
ofuer two garages. Alternatively, it may be that some rwtes are mere likely to return valid data 
than others, and if the oomposi1ion of route types varies by garage this could also affect their 




Regression P..atimatea of the Determ.inanta of Train Level 
Data Recovery, September 1988 Sign-up 
Variable Mean SL Dev. 
Comtant - -
APC 6.86 S.01 
REO 4.46 S.03 
Aro S.S2 3.66 
AM .29 .4S 
PM .30 .46 
Gt . 31 .46 
~ .32 .47 
ARTIC .ts .3S 
ADB .IS .36 
BSOO .<:FJ .28 
Bn> .30 .46 
• Sjgnificant at 1he .0 I level. 


























R2 • .62 
F • 86.14 
n• 588 
Apart from jsolatin.g vamus detenninan1s d. sua:etiBful data recovery. the regres&on 
results generally point to possible sources d. over and under-representation d. trains in the 
effective sampling scheme. Of particular concern in um regard are the AM and PM peak trains 
and two m the bus types. To the extent that the trains in question dHf er significantly in their 
ridership characierls1ics. these differences can represent a source m bias in the overall sample 
estimates of ridership and other operating characteristics. This mue is addressed further in the 
section on sample inferences. 
MeasurementAcamtcy 
Fer the data that is successfully recovered by the APC's. another oonrem regards the 
accuracy d. the passenger coonts generated. Automatic counters have been described as m<n 
accmate than manual data reoovery. particularly fer high volume routes and routes with peak 
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period standing loads [6). The errors that have been observed with APC's indicate a tendency to 
lmdercount rather than over~ passenger activity, while boardings tend to be colmted more 
accurately than alightings. 
In a demomtration study of APC's equipped with infrared beams, the Washing1on 
M~ Area Transit Authori1¥ caiducted an aocuracy test on a sampe c1over400 bus trips 
involving about 18,000 boardings and alightings [ 8). It was found that the total boardings 
recorded by the APC's equalled 99. 7 per cent of the manual oount.s, while recc:rded aligh1ings 
equalled 98.4 per rent of the manual coun1s. However, the circumstances c11his evalua1ion were 
quite cmtrolled, with a limited number of routes included in 1he survey. A field test in 1982 of 
five properties employing APC's (MinneapolisJSt. Paul, Columbus, KaJmnazoo, Seattle and Los 
Angeles) found sllgh11y larger discrepancies between APC COlDlts and reomtlngs by manual 
checkers, although the differen~ were not statistically significant [SJ. 
Previous researeh on the mue of accuracy has thus consistently demonstrated that APC 
and manual passenger counts tend to conespand The APC systems evaluated were relatively 
new, however. Tri-Met's APC's have been in service for nearly seven years and, given their low 
data recovery rate, have not been performing to the levek observed elsewhere. A statistical 
comparison c1 APC and manual passenger coun1s for Tri-Met's system was undertaken as a 
result 
F<Xty-six APC buses were selected for the evaluation. The buses were assigned to a 
representative set c1 routes, and both manual and autcmatic counts c1 boardings and alightings 
were recovered for each stop. The number of stops per bus ranged from 44 to 148, and totalled 
3,768 aaoss all observatioos. At.est of the mean difference in APC versus manually recorded 
boardings and &lightings per stop WM cmducted f<r each bus, a well as for the overall sample. 
Table 3 1eports the findings f<r the overall analysis and f<r thoee buses where significant 
differences between APC and manual counts were found Across all buses and all stops the 
average boardings per s1op counted by the APC were .01 pamenger higher than the manual crunt, 
while the number of alightings count.eel by the APC's averaged .01 passenger lower. Neither of 
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these differences was statis1icaD.y significant at the .05 levet Of the six instances where the APC 
and manual boarding mmts differed signlfican1ly, three hlvolwd owr-oounting and three 
invd:ved undereounting. Of the five instances where the APC and manual alighting coonts 
differed, two involved over-counting by the APC. Three specific buses were BSSOdat.ed wi1h 
stgniflcant differences of both boardings and alightings. 
Even when significant difl'etenoes bet'Mlell APC and manna.I CXJUnts are found. as a result, 
no consistent pattern of divergence is evident. Olwn 92 obaervatlons, we would expect nearly 
five instanas <1 Type I error in the analysis. Moreover, an underlying assumplkm is that 1he 
manual counts 1hemselves are measured without errol', and 1his Is most likely to be vidated in 
S<me cases. Pinally, the data recovered by the APC's was not subject.ed to the normal screening 
process, which woo1d have purged substantial prions of the data recovered from several buses 
(Le., #347 and #731). 
Table 3 
Testa of Differences Between APC and Manual Coun1a: Overall 
Results and Cases Involving Signtftcant Differences 
Bus# No. of Stoos APC - M&llJ&1 t - ratio 
347 M .2S 2.78 
3SO 142 .13 2.71 
901 81 -.11 -2.58 
731 62 -.3S -2.SO 
119 82 .()') 2. 16 
1040 81 -.10 -2.04 
All .&aea 3.768 .01 .68 
731 62 -.S2 -3.12 
347 80 . IS 2.80 
119 82 -.12 -2.43 
S26 8S .O'J 2.19 
900 138 -JJ7 -U>7 
All Buaes 3.768 -.01 -1.38 
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Sampling With APC's 
There are two primary mues that need to be addressed tn regard to sampling wUh APC,s. 
Th.e first concerns the fact that the data reaNery rate wi1h the APC's ~relatively law, and includes 
observations on some bus trips that were assigned but not requested in 1he sampling methodology. 
This raises questions about the representativeness of the sample, which could be found to be 
failing from asstgmnent and/or response him. The second mue concerns the sampling 
methodology imelf. The sampling procedure recommended by UMT A [7] is es9e11tiaJly designed 
with manual data collection in mind, given that it provides solely for independent randcm selection 
of bus trips. With APC,s, bus trips are necessarily selected in blocks comprising trains. Thus 
while trains can be selected in an independent and randcm fashion, the individual bus trips cannot. 
As a result, a specific me1hodology for APC's mmt be developed to ensure that the UMf A 
precision standards are satisfied while minimizing the necessary nmnber of bus trips required to be 
sampled. 
Evaluation of the Recovered Sample 
There are three ~ble 1hreats to representativeness in the sampling of APC-equipped 
trains. First (and of least concern here), the initial requests for train as&gnments may not be 
:representative. Second, 1he actual M'rignments may not be representative if they do not fully 
correspond with the requests. Third, the 1rains from which data are ul1imately recovered may not 
be representative, given the previously identified association between selected train characteristics 
and successful data recovery. The latter two pos.!ibili.1ies are addressed in this section in an 
evaluation of the September-November 1988 sign-up. Train requests are not evaluated because 
the seledion procedure used by Tri-Met ascrigns a higher prlorUy to 1rains that were previously 
requested but not aMigned. Thus if requests were found to be unrepesentative, it would be 
difficult to distinguish if this were due to problems associated wUh the request or the serigmnent 
process. 
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A chi-square test was employed to determine if the systematic patterns of trains that were 
requested and &gned, M'rigned, and successfully sampled represented an equal probability 
sample. The results of the tests are given in Table 4. The null hypothesis 1hat the observations 
c:ons1ituted an equal probability sample is rejected at the . 05levelfor1rains that were requested and 
mgned, and for total mgnments. It could not be rejected, however, for the trains that 
successfully generated data. This finding is in part aUributable to the smaller number of suocessful 
assignments in comparison with the total assignments, which correspondingly reduces the 
comparative inter-train variance and the ca1culated chi-square value. h also indlcat.es why the chi-
square is considered to be a relatively weak test statistic (i.e., it is sensitive to the scale of 
measurement). 
Table 4 
Chi-Square Results for Traina in the September 1988 Sign-up 
Recruested/Assianed All A!Siimments Reoovered Data 
Mean observations ner train 3.1 s.s 2.6 
Calrulated chi~ value 2.236.0 1.147.0 710.0 
Critical value •. OS level 720.0 720.0 720.0 
Number of trains 588.0 588.0 588.0 
An APC Samplin& Methodology 
The objedive in designing a sampling methodology for the APC's is to identify the 
minimum number of randomly selected trains required to generate passenger information at the bus 
trip level 1hat will satisfy UMT A's precision standard of+/- l 0 per cent at the 95 per cent level of 
confidence. The methodology must account for coue1a1ion among bus 1Iips within trains, and it 
should set the sample size sufficiently large enough to reflect the anticipated data m;overy rate. 
The speda1 features assodated with the APC data recovecy p!'t>CeM are compatible with a 
multi.fiage cluster sampling method (4). The first stage in this methodology would be defined to 
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e<>nmt of a random selection of trains, and the secm.d stage would then be defined by the 100 
percent• clusters' of bus 1rips comprising 1he select.ed trains. V aria1ions ht clust.er sl7.es would 
also be acioomn'Odated, recognizing 1hat the number of bus trips can vary by train. The 
methodology wouJd be designed fer inqiementation at the train leveL cxmsistmt with the manner 
of data recavery using APC•s, while yet ensuring 1hat the sample sta1istic:B satisfy trip level 
precision ftlqUiremen1s. 
The detemrlnation of the required sample size fer the duster sampling method follOWB 
from the oonvention for simple random sampling, with modification to accountfer 1he 1lip 
clustering etlect. The sample size is first determined at the bus 1lip level and then convened to the 
train level based on the average number of bus trips observed per train. In the p:caentation that 
fallows, the samp1e size is determined on the basis cl: recorded passenger miles, given 1hat the 
relative variance c:t passenger miles tends 1D be larger. We can thus be e<mfident 1hat the sample 
size will be more 1han sufficlent fer the~ operating data to be cdJected. The mtnhnwn nmnber 
of bus trlps to be sampled, ht conformance with the UMT A Sedion 1 S standards, is then ddlned 
as follows: 
De • ((1.96 ·SJ I (.1 · M)]2, where 
De • the nwnber of bus trips required in a multi-stage duster sample; 
Sc • the standard deviation of pamenger miles per bus trip for a multi.~e 
cluster sample; 
1.96 • the crltica1 z value at the .025 level; 
M .. the mean passenger miles per bus trip. 
The sample size equation p-esented above js equivalent to the ammgement used t.o 
determine the required nwnber c:t ob&ervatims for a simpJe rand<m sample, wi1h the exception of 
the cluster sample standard deviation~ which accounts for the hlterdependence c1 bus trips 
within trains and variation in the number of bus 1rlps per train. While 1he standard deviation for a 
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shlqie nmdan sampJe need not be elab<nted, i1s cruntapartfor a nro1tHtage c1ustrr samite 
warrants prUJmtati<n This standard deviation ts defined as f~: 
Sc - ((l/n - l) . ii Di . <M1 - M)2].5 , where 
Di -1he D.UDd>« c1bus1rips in train i; 
Mi • 1he mean pamenger mlles per bus trip for train i; 
M =the mean passenger miles per bus trip aams aD bus trips. 
Sample statistla fr<m prevbosly ex>lleded data can be used to derive 1he required sampJe 
si1.e. Using the September-November 1988 sign-up • an example, the overall mean passenger 
miles per bus trip Is 8,481 and the multi.-stage duster sample standard deviation Is 19, l 59. The 
minimmn required sample size for the sign-up in the example Js dms derived as follows: 
De - ((1.96 · 19,159) I (.1 · 8,481)]2 
- 1,961 bus trips. 
The sample size derived above rep1eam1s 14 per cart of the 13,955 trip obletvations 
actually recovered during the September-November 1988 sign-up. Using 1he duster sampling 
framewa:k we found that sample produced~ c1 +/- 3.7 percent at the 95 percent levd. of 
cmfidence. The new duster sample sl7.e represenlB .6 per cart of 1he 332, 154 IChedoJed trips 
during 1hat sign-up. 
To achieve 1he required sampe size we shwkl aJso 1ake the data recoveiy rate mm aa:oum. 
Prom Table 1 we see that 26 per cent c1 all asslgmnen1s return usable data. This would suggest 
that to achieve the necasary number c1 valid obeervatloos, a total of 7,542 bus trip assignmentB 
would have to be made. In odler 'M>t'ds, &boot 2.3 per amt of an 9CheduJed trip woold need to be 
amigned APC buses to genetat.e a su:ftlcleut number of validated samp.e obaervatio.os. This 
nmnber of asslgnn>en1s Js probably excessive, given th.at we should expect to obllerve an improved 
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data recovery rate from smaller sized samples (as indica1ed by the APC ooefficient in the 
regresmon model). 
Given that trains are the unit of assignment with APCs, it is also neces.wy to translate 
sample size requirements from bus trips to 1his unit From the sign-up in the example, we find an 
average of 8. 98 bus trips per train. Thus a minimum sample size of 218 trains is needed far the 
sign-up, whldl translates to 8381raln angnments when the data fe«)Very rate is acoounted far. 
The determination of the required sample size on an annual basis is a strajghtforward 
extension from the sign-up level example presented above, with the key parameters in the sample 
size equation being drawn from annual statistia. 
F'mally, it should be noted 1hat because of the influence of the clustering effect on the 
required sample size, economic evalua1ion of APC pert'onnanre in relation to manual data recovery 
should not be based on straightforward comparisons of oosts-per-observation. The APC approach 
requires mare observatiom to achieve the same level of precision es the manual approach, and 1his 
dift'erence should be taken into account in assessing its relative merits. For example, under the 
86Wlllption of simple ran<km sampling we determined that the minimmn sample size far the 
September-November 1988 sign-up would be 456 bus trips. 1he "design eff~ (4, p. 103) on 
the sample size resulting from recovering data with APC's rather than manually is 4. 30. In other 
words, an APC sample would need to be mare than fror times larger 1llan a simple random sample 
to achieve the same level of precmon. 
Sample Inferences 
Considering both the 1ow data m;overy rate experienced by Tri-Met with its APC's and the 
results of the stamtical analysis of the determinants of successful data recovery, the threat of 
sampling bias should be a ooncern for transit operators who are using this technology. In Tri-
Met's experience, the threa1s to randomnea in sampling have been multi-faceted and have been 
associated with both technical and procedural factors. In regard 1D procedural aspects of sampling, 
succeE'ul APC hnplementation mainly reqllinls effective coordination among *schedulers," bus 
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dispatchers and drivers. Hardware malfunctions involving APCs, attribu1able to the APC 
equipment itself or traceable to 1he buses, pose addition.al complica1ions not found with a retiance 
on manual data collection. Accounting for these factors in the sampling methodology would 
hardly be worthwhile, considering their complexity and the Hkelihood that 1heir e1f ects are not 
constau1 over time. nm suggests an alternative involving post-stratification of the sample data as 
imurance agaimt generating biased estimates of system performance. 
The choice of stratification factors 1ep esen1s the primary moo in reconciling APC data 
subject to sampling bias. This choice is essenti.ally dictated by two considerations. First, we 
should account for aver and under-representation in the recovered sample with respect to various 
basic operating characteristics. Seoond, among thaie operating factors identified as being over 
and under-represented, the subset of factors exhibiting significant dillerences in ridership and 
representing non-trivial shares of the underlying population shoukl be retained as stratificatim 
factors. 
From the regression resul1s reported earlier we can identify several candidates to serve as 
post-stratification factors. They include the AM and PM peak variables (or, more generally, time-
of-service stratification), which were associated with higher data recovery rates, and the bus type 
variables, which showed higher data recovery rates for two bus mode1s. By stratifying these 
variables a correction of. the system ridership estimate, acx:ounting for sampling bias, is obtained as 
follows: 
R' = the corrected total ridership estimate; 
ft - the total munber of. scheduled bm 1lips associated with the 
stratification category i; 
~ = the mean ridership value in stratification categmy i calculated fran 
the sample observations. 
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The correction presented above pertains to an individual stratification factor. An extemion to the 
jomt application of two factors would be obtained as follows: 
R' = 1:1 l:j ~j · Mij · 
Post-stratification corrections involving time-of-day and bus type factors were applied to 
the sample data from the September-November 1988 sign-up, with 1he out.come presented in Table 
5. A benchmark value of 159 ,937 average weekday boarding rides was obtained by multiplying 
the overall sample mean by the total number of scheduled 1rips. The benchmark total represents 
the estimate that would be obtained using the procedure recommended in the UMT A guidelines, 
which msumes that 1he mderlying sample of bus trips is random. In coo.trast with 1his value, post 
stratification by bus type resulted in an estimate of 158,999 boarding riders per weekday (.6 per 
cent lower). and post-stratification by time-of-day produced an estimate of 157 ,864 ( 1. 3 per cent 
lower). Thus stratification by bus type had virtually no effect on 1he ridership estimate, while the 
effect of the time-of-day ca:rection produced a marginally greater change. We see from the table 
that the bus types which were over-sampled in the sign-up are little different from the overall 
sample in terms of the average boarding rides per trip. Had 1he artimlat.ed buses been over <r 
under-sampled, the difference in estimated ridership would have been more noticeable. With the 
AM and PM peak oonections we see th.at because of their relatively higher ridership, the 
bendnnark ridership estimate WM oveistat.ed due to the over-1eprcsen1B1ioo. of these trips. The 
magnitude of the overestimate WM muted, however, by the small ridership differential between 
peak and alJ-peak periods. 
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Table S 
Post-Stratification Eati.mat.ea of Average Week.day Boarding 
Riders: September-November 1988 Sign-up 
S1ratifted by Bus XJ.pe 
Stntified by Dae-of-Day 
AMPeak• 2·1 911 
,.. a"'t_.il • , .. 28 3,146 
PMPeak** 22 1,967 
Ober 15 127 
• The AM Peak period indudes all trips initiated between 6.00 and 8:00 AM. 











The applic:a1ion of post-stratification cxrrectims 1D the example above did not yield 
remarkable dJffetenc:es in estimated ridership. OMm that we had prevk>usly established that the 
underlying data represented an equal proba~ sample, thele resuhs should not be surpr:ising. 
Rather, 1he oorrectioos provide an illustration of a means for insuring that estimates of ridership 
are unbiased in instan<n where the underlying l8IDple da1a are not rep:aentative. 
The rela1ively low data ra;avery ra1e for APC's, ammg odler threats to randomnes, 
and applled to inferencing as a matter of owne. 1be specifics involving stratificatim factors will 
be ementiaD.y det.ennined by the~ of 1ramitopera1ms in implementing APC 881n1iling 
plam, reoogni7lng that varia1ioos in A.PC hardware and aot'lware, Oeet mix and 1;ype, ~ 
ridership and acheduling charac1eristics and oomfinatim among penonnd preclude the 
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development of stand.ardi7Ed correction procedures. For those operators who have already 
implemented APC systems, an analysis cL previously recovered sample data along the lines 
pmsued in this report can serve 1D identify the zypes of operating characteristtcs msociated with 
differential data re£OVerf rates. 
Conclusiona 
Tri-Met's reliance oo APCs to provide 1ransit operating data has introduced both 
procedural comple:xi.Ues and a cer1ain rigidity not found with manual data collection. Among the 
cone.ems that 8I'06e as a result cL their experience with APCs were the underlying precisioo, 
accuracy and rep-esentati~ cL the sample data. In light of thoee concems, -we have developed 
methodologies covering the areas cL sampling and inference that provide a de1enninatton cL the 
sample size required 1D meet a given predsi.on standard, as well a means cL reconciling 
unrepresentative sample data. We have also verified the aa:uracy of APC's with respect 1D 
passenger counts. 
Another area cL ooocem regards the low data recovery rate. Apart fum representing a 
potential source of sampling him, the low recovery rate results in the need for considerably m<n 
train assignmen1S 1D achieve the necessary sample size. Over 45 per cent of the assigned trains 
returned with no data, indicating a need for further evaluation of the APC's in regard 1D their 
design, iosts11ation and maintenance. The irospeciS for improvements in the recovery rate as 
related 1D the remaining 80\.lroeS of data failure, wbk:h collectively affect 28 per cent of all train 
assignments, are probably not as good as they are for improvements in the basic operation of the 
APC units. Thus 'Iii-Mefs auention in the area d. data recoveiy has been dim:ted toward the 
latter objective. 
We have not evaluated whether the costs and various canp)ications wociated with APCs 
are outweighed by the estimated beoefiis d. the tecbnok>gy. We have abo not ext.ended the 
evaluatim to the route level. where APC's provide the only JX'8Cdcal means cL comprehensive data 
recovery and thus offer substantial potential benefits. Clearly, the scope of the evaluatim would 
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have to be extended to include these elements, along with data management mues, to achieve a 
comprehensive assessment of the relative merits of APC's. 
APC's have been found to be cost effective in compariscn with manual data reoovery ( 5), 
although it should be stressed that such analysis should aa:ount for differentials in sample Biz.es 
required to meet a given level <I predskn. The benefits <I more rapd data turnaround with 
APC's would be difficult to quantify, but based on Trl-Met's experience the gains have not been 
substantial. This is due to their use of APC's prlmarily for UMT A Section 15 reporting, for 
which rapk1 data tumannmd is notnecessacy. 
Trl-Met also uses the data recovered by APC's to ocmstruct rout.e perfonnanre repx1s for 
each of the five sign-up periods campristng mmual service, but questim:m about the underlying 
predslon of ridership estimates at the route level have precluded a more pnxninent contribution of 
APC dam to route analysis and scbednHng. For example, based on a 20 per cent sample of routes, 
we found the average estimated route level precision to be +/- 58 per cent at the 95 per cent level of 
confidence. This range is too broad to provide an acceptable basis for transit planning, and to 
achieve route level precision comparable to what is required by UMT A at the system level would 
entail more than a forty-fold inaease in sample size. While samples <I this siZJe can conceivably 
be recovered with APC's (which can be regarded as one <1 their potential benefits), one can also 
expect that problems assod.ated with coordination in executing the associated sampling pl.an would 
be amsiderable. 
Assuming that di1liculties associated with sampling and data reo;,very at the route level can 
be overcome, a more refined set of validation standards - targeted to the stop er route segment 
rather than the trip level - would be needed. This would require the development <1 detailed base 
level information on times and dJstanres for the route network. which presently does not exist, 
against which 1he APC data cou1d be validated. One would UC> expect that the data recovery rate 
would decline with more strlctly defined validation standards applied to 1he iresent data re«Nery 
~- As a result, Tri-Met has comidered aaiuir:ing an automatic vehicle 1ocatng system to 
supplement the APC's. The accuracy of the reoorded APC data on times and c&tance would also 
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need to be verified, in a manner conmtent with the approach used to test the validity c1 passenger 
counts. 
lmplementa1ion c1 a oomprehensive rwte level data reoovery rrogram thus appears to face 
a number of challenges. As an alternative to c:mqrehensive data recovery, Tri-Met has been 
considering targeted applicaticms c1 APC's. For example, one pcmib1e targeting strategy would 
be to reserve those APC buses not assigned to recover Section 15 data for intensive data recovery 
from routes where servioo changes are being considered. Another would be to select one c1 the 
five annual sign-ups for comprehensive sampling (i.e., oombining Section 15 sampling efforts 
with route level samp1ing), and oonverting the sample data to an armuali2led estimate <1 ridership. 
Regarding this al1emative, it was thought that fewer probletm would be enoountered if large scale 
sampling were undertaken in a single sign-up as opposed to an ongoing basis. 
After nearly seven yean of operating experience, Tri-Met has yet to fully capitalize on the 
reported merits <1 the APC tedmology. Application has imtead been essen1ially limi1ed to data 
collection for Section 15 1eporting. While the APC's may still be oost effective for this purpa;e, 
their conceivable potential is much great.er. At ttm point, however, it is not clear whether the 
various impediments to full application discussed above will be effectively overcome. 
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